Abstract: Today, in many countries, there are many banks engaging in financial derivatives trading to manage risks. This paper selects data on financial derivatives trading from US banks and FRED to analyze the effect of financial derivatives trading on US banks and its economy. The results show that the impact of total financial derivatives trading revenue on bank residual (assets less liabilities) is bigger; an increase in total financial derivatives trading will lead to dramatically rise in bank residual in ten years; a positive change in interest rate derivatives trading has strongly positive impact on bank residual in eleven years; US bank credit don't always expand with the increase in other derivatives (equity and commodity derivatives) trading which is strongly positive in first five years; the change in bank credit represents the feature of convex functions with the grow of total financial derivatives trading and interest rate derivatives; the change in gross government investment represents the characteristic of convex function with the growth of foreign exchange contracts, interest rate derivatives and total financial derivatives trading; an increase in equity and commodity derivatives trading from US banks results in the decrease in U.S. GNP per capita. In a word, more financial derivatives which banking is engaged in are not better.
INTRODUCTION
Today, there are many banks and corporations to participate in financial derivatives to hedge business risks. The total amount of interest rate, currency, commodity, and equity contracts at U.S. commercial and savings banks soared from $6.8 trillion in 1990 to $11.9 trillion in 1993, an increase of 75 percent [1] . The economies of scale play an important role in the derivatives usage, larger banks are the predominant users of derivatives and the high-growth banks and banks with less liquid assets engage in higher hedging activities [2] . In addition, Purnanandam think that by using derivatives, banks are able to 'insulate' their maturity GAP policy from external shocks. The derivatives business has grown exponentially versus global GDP in sharp contrast to the primary securities on which derivatives are based [3] . Derivatives have become an essential instrument for hedging risks because it enables intermediaries to hedge market risks more efficiently. However, a number of banks actively engaged in derivatives market have had financial difficulties in recent years [4] . Dewally and Shao test how the use of financial derivatives affects banks' informational structure and future stock performance based on a sample of large bank holding companies in the US and find that an increase in the opacity is significantly and positively related to an increase in banks' future stock price crash risk [5] . Rodriguez Moreno, Mayordomo and Peña think that the banks' holdings of foreign exchange and credit derivatives increase the banks contributions to systemic risk whereas holdings of interest rate derivatives decrease it. However, they also found that credit derivatives seemed to change their role from shock absorbers to shock issuers (2012). Therefore, it is very important for bank risk strategies and national strategies to know about the effect of financial derivatives that bank participate in on banking and one country's economy. In this paper, we select data from Quarterly Report on Bank Derivatives Activities [6] and Federal Reserve Economic Data to analyze the impact.
GLOSSARY OF SPECIFIC TERMS AND THE CAUSALITIES BETWEEN SELECTED INDICATORS
Bank residual (usaall) refers to assets less liabilities.
The notional amount of total financial derivatives trading (usafdt) includes the notional amount of interest rate derivatives (usair), foreign exchange derivatives (usafec), credit derivatives (usacd) and other derivatives (equity and commodity)(usacoc).
In general, it is proved that one country that has higher level of economic development is heavily dependent on the financial sectors and carries out many government investments to guide the private and enterprise investments. Government investment can promote the improvement of public infrastructure and encourage the investment from enterprises. Therefore, if financial derivatives can promote the develop-ment of US commercial banks and its economy, it will increase bank residual, US gross national product per capita (gnppc) and gross government investment (ggi). However, how it goes in the reality of US bank operation?
We select some key indicators such as total financial derivatives trading revenue (tfdtr), usaall, bank credit of all commercial banks (usabccb), gross government investment (usaggi), usagnppc, usacoc, usafdt, usagdp, usagdppc, usafec, swaps and usair as research objects and use methods of granger causality test, cointegration test and NLS to get their causalities between them. The results demonstrate that there are regression relationships between total financial derivatives trading revenue and US bank residual, other derivatives and US bank credit, gross government investment for US and the notional amount of total financial derivatives trading for US commercial banks, bank residual and the notional amount of total financial derivatives from US commercial banks, bank residual and interest rate derivatives trading; gross government investment for US and interest rate derivatives trading or foreign exchange derivatives trading. What's more, it is found that there aren't causalities between usagnppc and tfdtr, usagnppc and usafdt.
THE IMPACT OF FINANCIAL DERIVATIVES TRADING ON US BANKING

The Impact of Total Financial Derivatives Trading Revenue and its Notional Amount on US Bank Residual
Before the financial crisis during 2007 to 2009, the search for new revenue and profit streams by US banks promoted a long-term disintermediation trend. Derivatives trading might offer an alternative to traditional deposit-taking and lending business as a source of revenue and profit by improving risk management. However, dealing in derivatives creates new forms of systemic risk through complex and opaque patterns of exposure [7] . The return on hedging derivatives is positively associated with the growth in bank's stock returns, whereas trading derivatives' notional value negatively impacts both Tobin's q and ROAA, and positively impacts risk of the bank's stocks [8] . For US banking, what is the effect of financial derivatives trading on bank residual?
By researches for these data as mentioned before, we found that they are closely related to each other.
In Fig. (1) , it is seen that bank residual rapidly rise with increase in total financial derivatives trading revenue. However, during financial crisis, the bank revenue that total financial derivatives trading bring is very small and even negative especially during financial crisis even though they are related to each other. The results indicate that financial derivatives trading will cause the decrease in bank residual during financial crisis or improper financial derivatives trading although increase in total financial derivatives trading revenue lead to the increase in bank residual.
In Fig. (2) , it is found that there is linear relationship between US bank residual and financial derivatives trading. The regression model between them is demonstrated in equation 1. 
The outcome shows that when the notional amount of financial derivatives trading that US banks engaged in increases by 1%, bank residual rises 0.56%. It demonstrates that financial derivatives trading are positively correlated to bank residual.
In order to make clear how long does the response of US bank residual to a change in financial derivatives trading maintain, SVAR model is established. Select long-term response pattern. In Fig. (3) , the increase in financial derivatives trading will bring about strongly positive impact on bank residual that equals assets less liabilities in the previous ten years and the response reaches the peak in the tenth year, then the effect becomes smaller and smaller. It indicates that the increase in the bank financial derivatives trading will bring rapid rise of bank residual in the previous ten years and then decrease but maintain the positive effect.
The results in Table 1 suggest that contribution of a positive change of total financial derivatives trading on the bank residual is increasingly on the rise and is the biggest in first six years. 
The Impact of Financial Derivatives Trading on US Bank Credit
Bank credit is vital for its sustainable development. The banks with high credit possibly can't get the return even the principle from borrowers when the borrowers face their capital operation. Therefore, these banks will face the possibility of bankruptcy during financial crisis and financial derivatives maybe aggravate this kind of risk that banks face although it has positive impact on bank during the normal time.
Financial derivatives trading are positively related to US bank credit shown in Fig. (4) .
Bank credit will gradually enhance with the increase in US bank trading volume of total financial derivatives. However, the increases in bank credit have the feature of convex function.
The Impact of Interest Rate Derivatives on US Banking
The hedging of interest rate risk can increase firm value by lowering the expected transactions cost of bankruptcy [9] . Higher interest rate volatility increases the variance of a firm's cash flows and thus induces higher risk-management incentives, all else remaining equal [2] . The level of interest rate derivatives is positively associated with long-term interest rate exposure (LTIR) but negatively associated with short-term interest rate exposure (STIR) and the positive LTIR exposures are driven by banks with extensive derivative activities [10] . Financial innovations in interest rate derivatives have given banks new and effective instruments for 
when interest rate derivatives trading rise one percent, US bank residual will increase by 0.55%. It means that interest rate derivatives trading can add the value of bank residual. The response of the banking residual to a change in interest rate derivatives trading in the long run is seen in Fig. (5) .
When interest rate derivatives trading are up, bank residual will also dramatically increase and the effect arrives at the peak point, 1.8063% in the eleventh year, then decrease. It indicates that the impact of interest rate derivatives trading on bank residual is on the up in the first eleven years and on the down after that.
The result in Table 2 demonstrates that contribution of a change in interest rate derivatives trading on bank residual rapidly increases in the previous eleven years.
In addition, interest rate derivatives trading have positive impact on US bank credit shown in Fig. (6) . Fig. (7) . The scatter diagram between the bank credit and other derivatives.
Similar to Fig. (4) , when interest rate derivatives increase shares of contract, bank credit will gradually expand and it has the feature of convex function.
The Impact of Other Derivatives (Equity and Commodity Derivatives) Trading on US Bank Credit
The aim of financial derivatives trading that US banks engaged in is to mitigate risk to get the best revenue or deduce bank operation loss when they face market fluctuation. Then what will the equity and commodity derivatives trading bring for US banks?
In Fig. (7) , we can understand that bank credit didn't always expand with increase in other derivatives trading. There is a regression relationship between lnusabccb and lnusacoc. In order to find out the response of bank credit to a change in other derivatives trading in the long run, we used SVAR model to analyze the long-term response.
In Fig. (8) , we see, in the long run, that when US banks increase the trading volume of other derivatives, bank credit will dramatically rise in the previous five years and then rapidly decrease. But the effect is always positive even though it is very small. In the fifth year, the response of bank credit to an increase in the trading volume of other derivatives that they involved reaches the top point, 1.82%. It shows that the positive effect of increase in banks participating in other derivatives trading on bank credit is very significant in the previous five years. Table 3 , the contribution of the positive change of other derivatives trading on bank credit is very fast in the first five years and then the rising trend is gradually slow.
By variance decomposition in
The Impact of US Bank Financial Derivatives Trading on US Economy
The aim of OTC derivatives is to disentangle positive from negative effects of derivatives and bank activity on the real economy and restoring the traditional positive link between finance and growth [11] . The growing volume of the derivatives market also significantly contributed to the global financial crisis. After Sipko, J compared the growth of the global nominal and real gross domestic product with the pace of growth of the overall derivatives market, but mainly the over-the-counter market, he found that it is critical to take some measures to eliminate non-transparent transactions with certain derivatives products in order to put the global economy on a sustainable, solid and balanced economic growth path (2011) . Then, what is the impact of US bank financial derivatives on US economy?
The Impact of Other Derivatives (Equity and Commodity Derivatives) Trading on Gross National Product Per Capita
The level of Gross national product per capita reflects the level of one country's economic development. Therefore, the regression relationship between other derivatives trading and gross national product per capita is very important for one country's decision makers to make out the macro and micro economic and financial policies. In Fig. (9) , its gross national product per capita for US will rise rapidly with the increase in other derivatives trading and then gradually enter into a stage of slowly growth when the notional amount of other derivatives trading is more than $1590 billion or its GNP per capita is above $44,000. Therefore, for US banks, more commodities and equities derivatives trading aren't the better [12] . There is non-linear relationship between them as shown in Fig. (9) and the nonlinear regression relationship between lnusagnppc and lnusacoc can be expressed in equation 3. The regression model indicates that an increase in other derivatives trading from US banks didn't always cause the increase in US GNP per capita. When the trading volume of other derivatives from US banks is over a certain amount for the current national power, US GNP per capita will gradually decrease. It presents the characteristic of convex function [13] .
In order to analyze the response of US GNP per capita to a change in other derivatives trading in the long term, SVAR model is applied here. Fig. (10) . Response of lnusagnppc to lnusacoc in SVAR model.
In Fig. (10) , a positive impulse from other derivatives has a negative impact on the US GNP per capita and reaches its foot value in the sixteenth year. The result demonstrates that US GNP per capita will decrease with the increase of other derivatives trading, that is to say, an increase in equity and commodity derivatives trading lead to a decrease in US GNP per capita. There is adverse effect between them.
In order to understand what the effect of a positive change of other derivatives trading on US GNP per capita in forecasting standard error, the result of structural variance decomposition is shown in Table 4 .
When a positive impact from other derivatives trading is exerted to US GNP per capita, in predicting standard error, the contribution of other derivatives trading on US GNP per capita is rapidly increasing in the previous nine years and then gradually become slow. It demonstrates that equity and commodity derivatives trading have bigger impact on US GNP per capital [14] [15] [16] [17] .
The Impact of Total Financial Derivatives Trading on Gross Government Investment
The higher the level of one country's economic development is, the more its gross government investment is. Government investment can bring the rise in social welfare and enlarge social demands when economy is in the recession. Therefore, knowing about the status of one country's government investment is very important for corporate management. According to the related data, the relationship between the notional amount of total financial derivatives trading and US gross government investment is seen in Fig. (11) . Fig. (11) . The scatter diagram between US gross government investment and total financial derivatives trading.
As shown in Fig. (11) , from 1997 to 2013, gross government investment will increase with the growth of the notional amount of US bank financial derivatives trading.
However, the trend of growth is gradually slowing and even the downward trend comes out as described in the equation 4. 
When the trading volume of bank financial derivatives increases from 25000 billion to 183000 billion, gross government investments will rapidly increase. It implies that an increase in U.S. bank financial derivatives trading will lead to the increase in gross government investments and gross government investment has the feature of convex function.
The Impact of US Banks Foreign Exchange Derivatives Trading on US Gross Government Investment
Au Yong, Faff and Chalmers suggest that there isn't any significant association between banks' derivative activities and exchange rate exposure (2009). However, US government investment programs cover many fields including education, culture, social security, medical treatment, transportation, housing and city planning, agriculture and forestry industry, government office premises, military and defense infrastructure, etc. many fields are directly and indirectly related to technology, funds and raw material and so on be- cause they have cooperation with overseas business or some of their branch sectors. By testing US historical data, we found that there is non-linear relationship between foreign exchange derivatives trading from US banks and US gross government investment.
Fig. (12).
The scatter diagram between US gross government investment and foreign exchange derivatives.
As seen in Fig. (12) , when the notional amount that US banks invest foreign exchange derivatives varies from 5700 billion to 7500 billion, gross government investment is lower than 480 billion; when the value of GGI is higher than 480 billion, the notional amount that the bank invests foreign exchange derivatives will gradually increase and then decrease; when the notional amount of foreign exchange contracts amount to 20824 billion, gross government investment reaches the peak. However, when financial crisis take place, there is reverse relationship between them. Therefore, there is non-linear relationship between usaggi and usafec as expressed in equation 5.
There is causality between usaggi and usafec. 
The result indicates that an increase in bank foreign exchange contract will result in the increase in gross government investment. However, when it arrives at a certain point, the effect is negative. Here, gross government investment represents the strong characteristics of convex function.
The Impact of US Banks Interest Rate Derivatives on US Gross Government Investment
The change in bank interest rate will have a great influence on social investment because it involves business operation cost, investment profits, etc. So is government investment because the level of interest rate will lead to the level of bank and government operation cost, amount of bank savings, the profits from public assets and capital operation. Therefore, financial innovation about interest rate derivatives has a bigger effect on gross government investment. Fig. (13) . The scatter diagram between US gross government investment and interest rate derivatives trading.
As shown in Fig. (13) , from 1997 to 2013, gross government investment has rapid growth with the increase of the amount of US banks interest rate derivatives trading. However, the trend of growth gradually slow down and even is on the decline. The trend can be described in equation 6. 
when the notional amount of US banks interest rate derivatives trading increases from 17000 billion to 107420 billion, gross government investments will rapidly increase and then, slowly grow, then decrease. It shows in equation 6 that an increase in U.S. bank financial derivatives trading will lead to the increase in gross government investments. However, when interest rate derivatives trading reach a certain amount, gross government investment will move to the opposite direction.
CONCLUSION
The impact of total financial derivatives trading revenue on the bank residual is bigger; an increase in total financial derivatives trading will lead to the dramatically rise in the bank residual in ten years; a positive change of interest rate derivatives trading have strongly positive impact on the bank residual in eleven years; the bank credit didn't always expand with increase in equity and commodity derivatives trading which is strongly positive in first five years; the change in the bank credit shows the feature of convex functions with the grow of total financial derivatives trading and interest rate derivatives trading; the increase in equity and commodity derivatives trading from US banks will result in the decrease in US GNP per capita; gross government investment represents the feature of convex function with the growth of foreign exchange contracts, interest rate derivatives and total financial derivatives trading. In short, more financial derivatives which banking is engaged in are not better.
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